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Stories of Compassion Student and Alumni Challenge 
Last updated January 25, 2012 

 

Summary 
Win $100 and an opportunity to see Karen Armstrong: Students and alumni of the SFU 
Semester in Dialogue, The Writer’s Studio, SFU Masters in Publishing Program, and the 
Vancouver School of Theology can participate by submitting stories of compassion to 
community newspapers. Participants will be supporting Karen Armstrong’s Compassionate 
Cities movement, a global effort to formally examine the role of compassion in our communities. 

Rules 
1. $100 cash for publication: The first ten participants to successfully publish their stories 

of compassion in an eligible community newspaper will each receive a $100 prize and a 
chance to attend a lecture by Karen Armstrong. 

2. Participants: Participants must be current or past students of the SFU Semester in 
Dialogue, The Writer’s Studio, SFU Masters in Publishing Program, or the Vancouver 
School of Theology. 

3. Story focus: Stories must feature an example of compassion—either a person, event or 
organization—within Metro Vancouver. 

4. Included text: Stories must contain background text provided by the SFU Centre for 
Dialogue to contextualize the story within Karen Armstrong’s upcoming visit. 

5. Approval-in-concept deadline: Entrants should email Robin Prest (rjprest@sfu.ca) by 
February 15 with their story idea and target publications for approval-in-concept. 

6. Editing and review: Entrants should then send a final draft to Robin for editing 
suggestions prior to submission. Final content is the responsibility of the writer. 

7. Date of publication: Publication must occur in an eligible Metro Vancouver community 
newspaper between February 15 and March 30, 2012. 

8. Limitations: The same story can only win one $100 prize, even if published in multiple 
community newspapers. The SFU Centre for Dialogue does not require any transfer of 
copyright from challenge participants; however, each eligible community newspaper will 
have its own rules for managing copyright and participants are responsible for 
understanding and accepting these. In the unlikely event that a community newspaper 
provides an honorarium, this honorarium will be the property of the challenge participant. 
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Style 
We recommend writing a story about compassion relevant to the community newspaper you are 
targeting. You should confirm the length appropriate for the newspaper, normally 700 to 750 
words. Your writing style must be succinct, with a strong opening and the most important 
information about your story communicated first. A useful style guide for newspaper writing can 
be found at: http://www.informedopinions.org/?q=node/8 (thanks to Katie Raso for directing us 
toward this resource).  

Required Text 
All stories should include similar information about Karen Armstrong’s visit as provided below. 
To reduce the chance of this text being truncated by an editor, it should be worked into the body 
of the story as much as possible rather than included at the end. Minor wording adjustments to 
match the structure of your particular story are acceptable, so long as all information is present: 
 

 
Readers who would like to explore the role of compassion in their community may be interested in the “12 Days of 
Compassion” visit by world-renowned author Karen Armstrong, March 19 to 30, organized by Simon Fraser University’s 
Centre for Dialogue. For more information about Karen Armstrong’s visit, please visit www.sfu.ca/armstrong. 
 
Include a sentence about who you are at the end of the story, mentioning your educational affiliation (e.g. Alumni of  the 
SFU Undergraduate Semester in Dialogue). 
 

Eligible Metro Vancouver Community Newspapers 
Stories must be submitted to one of the following community newspapers to be eligible for 
prizes. These newspapers have been selected to provide regional representation across all 
Metro Vancouver municipalities: 
 
The Tyee Burnaby Now Delta Optimist 

24 Hours Burnaby / New Westminster 
News Leader 

Richmond Review 

The Georgia Straight Royal City Record Richmond News 
The Vancouver Courier Coquitlam Now Abbotsford News 
Westender (WE) Tri-City News Langley Times 

Bowen Island Undercurrent  Peace Arch News  Langley Advance 
The North Shore Outlook Surrey / South Surrey / North 

Delta / White Rock Now  
Maple Ridge / Pitt Meadows 
News 

North Shore News South Delta Leader  

 


